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"Magic Mike" is new comedy drametical movie.It is directed by Steven Soderbergh and written by
Reid Carolin. Movie is produced by Reid Carolin, Gregory Jacobs, Channing Tatum, Nick
Wechsler.Watch online Magic Mike movie in Full HD/DVD/ipod/divX All Qualities are Here

Movie Review (Synopsis):

A dramatic comedy set in the world of male strippers, "Magic Mike" is directed by Academy
Award(R)-winning director Steven Soderbergh ("Traffic") and stars Channing Tatum in a story
inspired by his real life. The film follows Mike (Tatum) as he takes a young dancer called The Kid
(Alex Pettyfer) under his wing and schools him in the fine arts of partying, picking up women, and
making easy money.

Channing Tatum stars in this drama following an upstart male stripper (Alex Pettyfer) who is
mentored by a veteran dancer, played by Tatum. Steven Soderbergh directed from a script by Reid
Carolin, whose screenplay was inspired by Tatum's work as a stripper before he made it in
Hollywood. Matthew McConaughey, Matt Bomer, Joe Manganiello, Cody Horn, and Olivia Munn co-
star

Magic Mikeâ€• is a flick loosely based on actor Channing Tatumâ€™s stripper past, showing plenty of
shirtless hotties such as Alex Pettyfer, Joe Manganiello, Matt Bomer, Channing Tatum, and
newlywed Matthew McConaughey.The film is about a guy named Mike (Channing Tatum) that takes
a young guy (Alex Pettyfer) under his wing to teach him all about picking up women and making
easy money stripping.

Thomas (Awesome) Austin and London Steele, both of whom stripped with Tatum in Tampa, Fla.,
told TMZ.com that their former stage mate ripped off their personal stories for his upcoming film
"Magic Mike."Tatum has claimed that the movie, which opens June 29 and co-stars "True Blood"
actor Joe Manganiello, Matthew McConaughey and Alex Pettyfer, is based on his short-lived career
baring more than his soul for money before he broke into Hollywood. At the time, Tatum went by the
stage name "Chan Crawford."

Magic Mike for nearly a year now, the passage of time has in no way lessened the inherent
weirdness of Soderbergh directing a movie about male strippers thatâ€™s loosely based on the real life
experiences of one of his many very attractive male stars. The marketing has not helped make
Magic Mike seem even less bizarre â€“ itâ€™s almost unfathomable that a film that will see Matt Bomer
playing at being a Ken Doll during an all-male revue will make it to the big screen for mass
consumption. Again and again, Iâ€™ve stared wide-eyed at Magic Mike marketing materials and asked
myself, is this really an actual movie? It is. It really is.

The actor leads an A-list cast that includes Hollywood's hottest leading men, Matthew
McConaughey and Joe Manganiello, who gave audiences a sneak peek at what they can expect
from the film when they presented the Best On-Screen Transformation award to Elizabeth Banks at
the MTV Movie Awards Sunday night.

The film is about a guy named Mike (Channing Tatum) that takes a young guy (Alex Pettyfer) under
his wing to teach him all about picking up women and making easy money stripping.

Tatum has claimed that the movie, which opens June 29 and co-stars "True Blood" actor Joe
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Manganiello, Matthew McConaughey and Alex Pettyfer, is based on his short-lived career baring
more than his soul for money before he broke into Hollywood. At the time, Tatum went by the stage
name "Chan Crawford."

That Matthew McConaughey will, at one point, drink from a gold goblet on the beach. That Alex
Pettyfer and Channing Tatum will go shopping for Speedos together. That the costume department
didnâ€™t both buying any shirts whatsoever for McConaughey. That it will be rife with crotch shots. And,
at some point, McConaughey is going to play us a song. Thank you to everyone involved with this
movie for making this movie. Check out the new photos (and a few old) after the break.

It is poised to become the latest in a string of successful Tatum vehicles, which began with the
romantic drama The Vow and carried on through with the suprisingly popular (and acclaimed) 21
Jump Street reboot. The former reunites Tatum with director Steven Soderbergh; that pair
collaborated earlier this year on Haywire (Tatum played a supporting role there) and will join forces
again next year.

Opening in theaters on June, the dramedy stars Channing Tatum, Alex Pettyfer, Matthew
McConaughey, Cody Horn, Olivia Munn, Matt Bomer, Riley Keough, Joe Mangianello, Kevin Nash,
Adam Rodriguez and Gabriel Iglesias.

Set in the world of male strippers, Magic Mike stars Tatum in a story inspired by his real life. The
film follows Mike (Tatum) as he takes a young dancer called The Kid (Pettyfer) under his wing and
schools him in the fine arts of partying, picking up women, and making easy money.
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Characters are playing roles as :

Channing Tatum is playing as Magic Mike

Alex Pettyfer is playing as The Kid

Matthew McConaughey is playing as Dallas

Matt Bomer is playing as Ken

Cody Horn is playing as Paige

Joe Manganiello is playing as Big Dick Richie

William Levy is playing as Zorro

Olivia Munn is playing as Amber

Mircea Monroe is playing as Ken's Girl

Riley Keough is playing as Zora

Gabriel Iglesias is playing as DJ
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Kevin Nash is playing as Tarzan

Michael Roark is playing as Ryan

Betsy Brandt is playing as TBA

Adam RodrÃguez is playing as Tito
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